
                                   Psychic Works,

           By B.P. Lovecraft

     (Dedicated To My Brother Lyle)

 This book is dedicated to help bring light to different aspects of the psychic mind, and 
what it is truly capable of. It has occurred to me that there is not many books out their 
defining the psychic conscious, and all the abilities and attributes that coexist with it. I 
took this upon me to write this, in a hope to better mankind.

 The text that follows will be divided into sections, much like a school book or a learning 
manual might be. Certain sub sections may go into aspects that will help explain the 
subject in a better light. My only wishes are that you can learn from this, and enjoy!

Section 1: 

The Psychic Mind:

  The psychic mind, ah, both fabled and elusive. I have for years explored the realms of the 
psychic mind, and tapped into each and every part in hopes of become a greater whole. I 
would like to start by listing the most basic characteristics of the psychic realms of the 
mind;

Figure 1-1: Common Psychic Traits

1-Empathy
2-Psychopathy
3-Sympathy
4-Cryopathy
5-Memopathy
6-Pyropathy
7-Sociopathy

 Personally, I accept this as the major arch types to help define the psychic mind. Now, I 
would like to draw up a new chart, summing up quickly each of the arch types outlined 



above.

Figure 1-2: Common Psychic Traits, And What They Represent;

1-Empathy-To feel what others can.
2-Psychopathy-Personal Strength and Energy.
3-Sympathy-To feel what others can’t. Can often manifest itself through tears and crying.
4-Cryopathy-“Cold” trait. Also known as “Apathy.” To feel nothing when others do.
5-Memopathy-The “Past” psychic. To relive past instances, and recall them in your mind.
6-Pyropathy-“Anger” based psychic. Being able to channel your inner flames into 
telekinetic energy.
7-Sociopathy-To copy others actions in hopes of blending and mixing well in society. To 
“mimic” or “mime.”.

 Note that they are primarily based on emotions and feelings. This is a readily accepted 
fact in the psychic community that psychic ability mostly derives from what the human 
mind feels. Most relate a thought with a feeling in a synergy. One common guide I use for 
psychic development, both personally, as will as I present to others, is this;

Figure 1-3: Psychic Emotion Flow Chart;

1-Pain (emotional)
2-Fear 
3-Transformation
4-Sorrow
5-Fury (intense anger)
6-Joy (happiness) 

 Notice the order they are in. They are meant to feel from 1 to 6. When we feel each of 
these things in order, it is the natural evolution of the human mind, and it triggers intense 
psychic manifestations when done correctly.  It’s my belief that emotions always seem to 
be coupled with another or more.

 I believe that there is truly a psychic being that exists in each and all of us. It is up to you 
alone to either embrace it, or shun it away. Where will you aim for in life? Will you 
continue to drift through life, one of the heard, or will you embrace your inner psychic 
phoenix, and fly to the highest heights on the mountain?

 Section 2;



 Understanding Psychic Functions;

  A psychic function refers to a place to outlet your natural innate ability to manifest your 
psychic ability in life. They can range from developing the power, to flat out using them, 
or anything in between. I am sure you have heard many things about what a psychic 
function is, or someone else has tried to sell you a list of their own thoughts on psychic 
functions. I am here to give you the most, comprehensive, always un bias list. With that 
being said, let’s move on down to figure 2-1 which states a list of psychic functions.

Figure 2-1; Psychic Functions;

1-Telepathy
2-Telekinesis 
3-Psychometry
4-Mind Control
5-Suggestion
6-Pyrokinesis
7-Cryokinesis
8-Mind Reading
9-Remote Viewing
10-Premonition 
11-Future Seeing/Prophecy
12-Prediction
13-Channeling 
14-Far Sight
15-Clairvoyance 
16-Environmental Distortion/Alteration
17-Precognition 
18-Spatial Reasoning (understanding the space around you)
19-Healing (Psychic)
20-Mesmerization (Rapturous in nature; like hypnotism. “The Charmer’s Choice.”)
21-Miming/Morphing (Likened with Shamanism)
22-Divination (Being able to find out answers by finding out knowledge outside of normal 
means.)
23-Elemental Control-The ability to control elements of your surroundings to cause new 
events to unfold.
24-Thought projection-To be able to communicate thoughts and ideals onto others in the 
hopes of making them believe the same.

 This is what we will start to cover. It is a good list that encompasses many of the prime 



functions of the psychic mind. Now, do you remember the list from section 1, with the 
common psychic traits? Note that there is many avenues to the functions above. In the 
next list, as you may of already guessed, I will be listing a short definition of each of the 
psychic functions listed in figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1; Psychic Functions and Their Definitions

1-Telepathy-Communicating ideas or thoughts to others
2-Telekinesis-Being able to move objects with your mind alone
3-Psychometry-Being able to tell things about others from objects belonging to them. 
Often related to “Cold Reading.”
4-Mind Control-Being able to dominate others with the force of your will alone. Often 
used in a negative context. 
5-Suggestion-Being able to imply different things and actions, whether true or not, to 
convince others of the said matter.
6-Pyrokinesis-The ability to channel psychic “Flames” or emotional intensity to manifest in 
the environment. Can lead people to be more passionate about the user’s feelings.
7-Cryokinesis-The ability to manifest psychic “ice” or apathy into the environment. It can 
lead people to deviate from their concerns.
8-Mind Reading-Being able to gain information about a person, object, or an event by 
searching through their subconscious. “Scanning.”
9-Remote Viewing-Being able to see things from afar. Likened to a form of telekinesis. 
One who can remote view, can see events happen from a limitless amount of miles away. 
Distance is relative to psychic ability.
10-Premonition-Feeling psychic warnings about things, like “omens.”
11-Future Seeing/Prophecy-Being able to predict future events and outcomes. Used to 
give beneficial warnings to mankind.
12-Prediction-Being able to predict likely outcome of events. Likened with mathematics 
and odd making. “The Gambler’s Choice.”
13-Channeling-Used to channel feelings, energy, and powers to strengthen oneself. 
Thought of like absorption. Can refer to the ability to call spirits of the dead into your 
body to communicate with the living world. “The Medium’s Choice.”
14-Far Sight-Being able to gain sight of things at great distance. Unlike remote viewing, 
this is more interpersonal based. Being able to see through another’s eyes. “Second 
Sight.”
15-Clairvoyance-The ability to have clear vision. “To dream in real life.” A base model for 
this is REM sleep. It is the ability to REM sleep while awake. “To day dream.”
16-Environmental Distortion/Alteration-Being able to alter the surroundings and 
environment around you, for better or worse. Can be people, objects, events, or anything 
contained within the environment. Often thought of as an advanced form of telekinesis. 
Used to transform the situation to a more positive one for the wielder’s benefit. “The 
Power to Change Others.”
17-Precognition-Being able to know things without any physical means. Often thought of 
as like a natural innate ability. Some believe it is a connection to reincarnation.
18-Spatial Reasoning-The ability to sense the amount of space around you. Is a more 
physical ability than other psychic abilities. One with good spatial reasoning is able to 



move quicker and easier through the environment. 
19-Healing (Psychic)-The ability to heal weakness and wounds through psychic ability. 
Can also pertain to healing pass experiences through coping. “Rebirth.” like the phoenix.
20-Mesmerization- Being able to project yourself in manners that can make you be 
perceived as a paragon or well liked. A charismatic attribute, manipulative in nature.
21-Miming/Morphing-The ability to copy others actions and manners. Often thought of 
like shape shifting. “The Copy Cat’s Choice.”
22-Divination-The ability to discern. Is a common trait often related to the tarot. 
Predicting one’s personal outcome.
23-Elemental Control-The ability to harness the elements of the natural environment 
around you to cause new events and circumstances to unfold.
24-Thought Projection-The ability to project your personal thoughts and ideals to others 
to attempt to make a more favorable outcome for the wielder. A form of mind control. 
Often related to “Informational Control.”

 Now, we have explained each psychic trait concisely. The next section will cover simple 
exercises to help you discover your true psychic inner being. Try to focus on the exercises 
presented, and see if they are something you want to try out on your own.

Section 3-

Finding Your Inner Psychic Being

This section will cover a few exercises to help you discover your inner psychic being. It 
will cover any materials you might need, and the proper method to do the exercise. It will 
also cover any recommended guidelines for the exercises. Starting below, is the exercises 
presented.

Section 3-1;

Exercise 1-Visualizing Your Inner Self;

What you will need;

1.A clear mind
2.A closed environment
3.A well rested body
4.A pencil and paper (Optional)
5.A Glass of water, nearly full



The Exercise;

Visualize yourself as if you were looking at yourself from the outside. As if you were 
looking in a mirror, but only with your mind. Focus on your outline, and the shape of your 
body. Think of what you look like, and how you feel about yourself as a person. Breathe 
deeply in and out as you do this. After about 30 seconds of this, drink half the cup of 
water, and repeat what you did before. Do you feel different the second time? After 
another 30 seconds, drink the rest of the water, and repeat the exercise once more. 

 How do you feel after this exercise? Did you like the person you see, or do you want to 
be more than that? For an added part to this exercise, you can record what you felt and 
thought during the exercise with a piece and paper.

Exercise 2-Discovering Your Deepest Inner Desire;

Things you will need;

1-2 coins (Any kind will work)
2-A relaxed mind
3-To be comfortable
4-A quiet environment
5-A surface to sit at

Sit down at a surface, any well do, just as long as you can sit down and lay things upon a 
flat surface. Place 2 coins on the table. Place all your focus on the coins, keeping both 
locked in your vision. Think of what the 2 coins mean to you. Think in a theoretical sense, 
not like the actual meaning of them. After placing all your focus onto them, close your 
eyes slowly. Now, continue to focus on what the 2 coins mean to you personally. After 
about 30 seconds, slowly open your eyes, and breathe in and out of your nose, and think 
of what the actual value of the coins mean to you now.

 The exercise above is meant to think of a figurative value for objects that have concrete 
value, and then returns your focus to the actual value of them. This exercise is meant to 
increase your psychic visualization of meanings in the everyday world. One of the 
purposes of psychic ability is to “think outside the box.” Your deepest desire, is changing 
real wealth to a sort of spiritual wealth, like psychic ability. Psychic ability is a spiritual 
gift, that is by far more valuable than actual material possessions.



Exercise 3-Realizing Your Dream;

1-A good night’s rest
2-A good meal
3-A calm mind
4-A place to lie down

 After having a good night’s rest and a good meal, relax yourself, and reach a calm state of 
mind. Lay down on a comfortable surface. Anything works as long as it is comfortable for 
you, and you can lie on. Close your eyes, and think of your idea for a perfect life. Try your 
hardest to imagine different things in your idea of a perfect life, from people, to objects, to 
careers, and more. After doing this for about one minute, slowly rise, acting as if you are 
first waking up in the morning. Upon sitting up, think of things you can do to make your 
dreams come true.

The above exercise is meant to help people have more clear vision, and help realize what is
truly the perfect life they wish to achieve. It is the most powerful of the three exercises 
outlined, by far. It can be likened with both “day dreaming” as well as “R.E.M sleep.”

 More exercises can be found later on in the book.

Section 4-Flexing Your Psychic Muscle

 Did you notice the title to this section? It acts as if the brain, or where psychic ability 
comes from, is like a physical muscle, like an arm. Yet, the brain is indeed a muscle! In this
section, you will learn how to use your growing psychic powers in your life. 



Section 4-1: Let’s Take A Quiz

 This section involves a quiz. It will ask questions, and give choices in the form of a,b,c, 
etc. and true or false. Select one after each question that suits you best.

 And now, for the quiz.

What Is The Greatest Strength I have?

Question 1-

I always have been thought of as...

A. Easy to talk to.

B. Caring and kind.

C. Helpful.

D. An inspiration.

Question 2-

My hero in my life, is...

A. A family member.

B. A fictional character.

C. A non family real life figure.

D. A religious figure.



Question 3-

If the wheel of fortune goes round and round, then...(fill in the blank)

A.  I hope it comes to me.

B. It pays off to everyone.

C. I will see it someday.

D. What goes up, must come down.

Question 4-

Money is very important to me. (True Or False)

Question 5-

My biggest fear is...

A. Losing someone close to me.

B. Failure.

C. Having a crisis one day. (I.E. like a financial one.)

D. That no one likes me.

 Now, for the results of your quiz, question by question.

Question 1-

If you answered B or D, give yourself 2 points. Otherwise, give yourself 1 point.

Question 2-

 If you answered B or C, give yourself 2 points. Otherwise, give yourself 1 point.



Question 3-

If you answered A or C, give yourself 2 points. Otherwise, 1 point.

Question 4-

True, 0 points. False, 1 point.

Question 5-

If you answered A or D, give yourself 2 points. Otherwise, 1 point.

Did you notice how I stated it would be a quiz, but it was more like a chart? In section 4-
2, there will be a scoring chart, alongside an explanation of the score. Please see below.

Section 4-2;

Grading Scale For The “Quiz”

4-5: You seem to have a more negative outlook on life. Most psychic energy comes from 
positive energy. That is okay, we all have room to improve and learn.

6-7: Your already half way there! Great job! Now, we just have to perfect your mind set!

8-9: Wow! You are already maybe quite psychic? This is amazing news indeed!

Notice that each grade in the scale above was of a positive nature. Positive thought and 
emotion are by far the best way to develop and improve your psychic ability. Remember, 
we all have bad days, so don’t beat yourself up.

 The next thing we will go over is certain activities you can do on a regular, everyday basis 
to improve your psychic mind.  Figure 4-A will be a list with needed short explanations for 
everyday activities to improve your psychic ability. Please see the figure below;



Figure 4-A; 

Everyday Activities That Can, and Will, Improve Your Psychic Ability

1-Eating a good breakfast
2-Exercising 
3-Meditation
4-Reading
5-Writing
6-Doing Artwork
7-Yoga/Stretching 
8-Getting a good night’s rest
9-Drinking enough water
10-Refraining from drugs
11-Having a positive attitude
12-Maintaining a moral life

 
 This is just a few of the examples of the everyday activities that can increase your psychic 
ability. There is many more as well. It is important to note, that the human body being 
healthy and in good shape is connected hand in hand with psychic ability. 

 So far, we have covered explanations and exercises involved with psychic ability. Next we 
will cover something more intensive. Below will be a few instances of how psychic 
abilities are instrumented. (Please Note; you will not be able to do this to the execution I 
can without much training and practice. You may, however, attempt to do what is 
outlined below. Either way, you will enhance your psychic powers merely by trying!)

Section 4-3:

Examples Of Usage Of Psychic Abilities

1-Telepathy- One method is to use your mind to link to another’s and speak to them, but 
only with thoughts. One is to direct actual out spoken words to them. Group telepathy 
exist also, where more than two minds are speaking to each other telepathically.

2-Psychometry-A person holds someone’s personal belongings, whether intentional, or 
not. Anything from memories, to facts about the person, and their dislikes and more will 
come to you. I cannot stress enough this normally happens automatically upon holding 
their old possession. Anything and everything can and will be learned while using 
psychometry. 

3-Channeling-One can display emotions, attitudes, or characteristics of others around 



them, both the living and the dead. Often occurs within people who have advanced stages 
of psychic empathy.

4-Precognition-One who demonstrates precognition will often have an answer or an idea 
come to them, whether alone or in a group setting. The person who had the idea or 
answer come to them might even ask themselves how they knew this. Is a more advanced 
form of divination.

5-Suggestion-The dropping of hints and suggestions, whether direct or indirect, with 
words, actions, and gestures is one of the most common uses of suggestion. Can be done 
verbally, with songs, messages, etc. 

6-Miming-If you were to mimic someone, you would copy their manners of speech, their 
expressions, manner of dress, posture, and more. This is actually a very powerful skill, the 
ability to assume personalities and characters not your own, and it all starts with miming. 

 This is just a few examples of usage for psychic abilities. In the next section, we will be 
covering the ethical uses of psychic abilities. Keep in mind, that the rule of karma always 
applies with psychic abilities. Bad karma always returns to the sender threefold.

Section 5-

Being A Moral Mind Reader

The terms both “Mind Control” and “Mind Reading” do carry quite the negative tone to 
them.  That is why I cannot stress enough, for any practicing spiritualist, medium, psychic, 
or otherwise, that having your own code of ethical morals is very important.  I felt I 
should cover this now, so later on when you have became powerful psychics, you will 
remember how important it is to not misuse your power. Remember, with negative 
actions, brings hate, fear, anger, and other unwanted emotions. 

Section 5-1;

How can I really be “A Moral Mind Reader?”

You probably will ask yourself that. One common rule you will find throughout all true 
occultist and spiritualist, is this; 

“Only desire what you truly need.”

 Meaning, only use your ability to obtain what is truly a need. Do not just read minds and 



place people under control for no reason, and by far not for your own intent. These things 
tend to have a negative effect on both the user and the victim, and first most, the person 
does not deserve that. However, if you are in danger, or have a need of any kind, then by 
all means, use all your power to it’s fullest. Let it flow. 

Section 5-2;

Safety Rules For Yourself;

1-Don’t ever bite off more than you can chew. Be realistic with your goals
2-Although the psychic mind is an open mind, it is also a seeking mind. Seek out the truth 
in all things, and find evidence. Don’t ever believe everything you here, for a mind is not 
psychic at all if it believes lies.
3-Alter Ego; You really, really, do not want to tell people you have psychic abilities, in 
fact, it’s against general discretion at all. Think of yourself like a super hero, with a day 
job to boot.
4-Be In Good Shape-By all means, do not believe that you can be powerful in the mind if 
you are not in good physical shape. Remember all those scientists in movies who are in 
good shape? Think like that.
5-Don’t overdue it-Being over stressed is both the bane and worst nightmare of any 
psychic. Limitations are a form of personal freedom. Try your best to make them for 
yourself.

 These are just a few good rules to establish for yourself, but like any individual, we are all 
unique and different. Perhaps you wish to make a few for yourself. The choice is yours. 

I only have one more thing I really do want to touch in this section, and it is by far very 
simple. One great thing to always think, is...yes...the golden rule. (Would I want this done 
to me?) It not only is a great guideline to maintain moral practices, but also a great way to 
run your whole entire life. 

 Section 6-



Decisions, Decisions, Decisions

 Were you already confused by the title of this section? Decisions are one of the most 
confusing things in life. In this section, we will cover a couple exercises related to the 
psychic mind, and how they relate to decisions, and decisions and their direct correlation 
with the psychic mind itself.  Below I will outline a simple decision making exercise and 
any materials you might need for it. Please see below.

Section 6-1;

Decision Making Exercise 1-

Things you will need for this exercise;

1-Three objects, that have either different shapes or colors, as long as they are three varied 
objects (3 different types of coins, 3 different playing cards, or three different colors of 
pens work good for this exercise)
2-A flat surface where you can set the objects down at.
3-A quiet environment
4-A well rested body and mind.
5-A surface to sit at

(Important! Read entire exercise before you attempt!)

 Lie three objects on a table, and sit down. Study each of the three objects carefully, for 
about 30 seconds per object, and then afterwards study all three of the objects together, 
again for about 30 seconds.  Now, try to remember as many things as you thought about 
each object. After you do this, select one of them based on how many positive thoughts 
you had about each object. Now, study this object for 30 seconds. After you focus on the 
selected object for 30 seconds, remember what the best thing you thought about the 
selected object was. 

Conclusions: 

This exercise is meant to invoke higher decision making reasoning. Decisions, or known 
throughout literature as the crossroads, are the places where dreams are made real or 
remain merely a dream. Decisions mean everything in life, and the crossroads are where 
the phoenix flies overhead.  This exercise is very powerful for developing your level of 
consciousness, that goes hand in hand with the psychic mind itself.



Section 6-2;

Deciding Your Own Destiny;

 I once read,

“Words lead to actions, actions lead to fate, fate leads to destiny.”

  Perhaps you have heard that before as well. I never forgot it myself.  I am sure you have 
heard a million perspectives on life by now...you know the only one that really matters? 
Your own. Yes, in life, no one decides your fate or destiny for you. It always lies in your 
hands, whether you have a close friend, family, or a spouse even. The decisions you make 
in your life, will always lead you to your own fate, and ultimately, destiny. The choice is 
yours alone. Where will you go, what will you do, who will you be?

 The next part covers an exercise that helps you build stronger personal clarity. It is one I 
often do, and one that also appears in other books by me. After the exercise is explained, a 
explanation of how having clarity in the mind, body, and spirit has a direct effect on your 
psychic being, for better or worse, will follow. The exercise is outlined below.

Section 6-3;

Clarity Exercise;

What you will need;

1-A clear mind
2-A well rested mind and body
3-A well nourished body
4-A well lit area

Begin by standing, and taking a deep breath. Think about the 2 people who are the most 
important to you. Do this for 30 seconds or so. Imagine how they see you. Do this for 30 
seconds or so. Now think of how you see yourself now. Do this for 30 seconds. Now 
think of where you see yourself 5 years from now. Do this for 30 seconds. You can do this
with either you eyes closed or open, though most people would say it’s easier with the 
eyes closed.

Purpose of exercise outlined above;



 This is an exercise meant to examine other’s perception of you, as well as your own. 
Perception goes hand in hand with clarity. You must be aware of who you are perceived 
as by others, as well as know your image you hold of yourself. Afterwards, you envision 
your future. This exercise gives you clear perspective of you, both on the inside and out, 
and helps to examine your inner goals. Doing this exercise 1-2 times a week will greatly 
increase your clarity, and in the end, your psychic ability.

Section 7;

“What Kind Of Psychic Am I Going To Be?”

 So, have you asked yourself that? Do you envision yourself like a super hero in a comic 
book, or a medium on television? Maybe it won’t be like that right away, (or, in the case 
of the comics, exactly like that) but I do have good news! Many people who develop 
psychic abilities, as well as become experienced and familiar with the usage of them, do 
often go on to become successful in show business and more! All of you do indeed have 
the potential to not only become the center piece in your own lives, but the center piece of
the whole world!  A psychic will have good self confidence. Why? You already know what 
everyone thinks of you, and what you do! You have nothing at all to fear! Now...please 
see below....to start your new psychic life, and perhaps...career....

Section 7-1:

You Are Someone In Control;

You are now in control of your destiny. You have already became so strong in your 
psychic development! No one can hold you back, and you now call all the shots. Will you 
be the amazing medium? The pet psychic? A fortune teller? Stage magician? Or only do 
parties as a second gig? The choice is completely yours.

Do you remember that list of psychic abilities near the start of this book? You can always 
put those terms into a search engine online to find out more. The psychic mind, is an 
intuitive one, and a seeker. Not only will you seek the truth, but also wish to expand on 
what you already do know. The more you expand your mind, the more truly free you 
become. Personal freedom, is having self control. Being in control of yourself, is being in 
control of others. 

I think it would be a good idea to pick 3-5 of the psychic skills listed earlier, and look into 
them more. Try practicing those 3-5 you picked out yourself. Later on, trying selecting 
more, and repeating what you did earlier. I believe you will be surprised, and impressed, 
with your results.



 Next, I would like to quickly cover the unconscious mind, the subconscious mind, the 
conscious mind, and how all three relates to the psychic conscious. The next section, like 
all so far, well be one worth taking notes on. Please see below. 

Section 7-2;

The Three Minds As One;

Did you read the title of this? The unconscious mind is what we don’t know. The 
subconscious mind is what we already know. The conscious mind is what we are learning. 
Once more,

1-The unconscious mind is what we don’t know
2- The subconscious mind is what we already know.
3-The conscious mind is what we are learning.

So, we know, don’t know, and our learning all the time! Yes, all at once, always! Think of 
it sort of like the old idiom of hear no evil, see no evil, and speak no evil. To sum it up;

 We learn what we don’t know, and retain it later on.

 So, how does the psychic mind relate to this? The psychic mind;

Learns something without the other’s knowledge. You retain it later on, to use as your 
own.

 Sound difficult to understand? No, it’s not at all! But I am sure if you pursued interest in 
this book, you are by far some of the best scholars around, so you already know!

Section 7-3;

Isn’t that cheating?

Some believe that the psychic mind gives you an unfair advantage in life. I do believe that 
everyone has the potential to become a great -psychic, so this is by far not true. It’s more 
like the early bird catches the worm. I cannot stress enough how enlightened I have 
became with my tapping of the psychic mind. By all means, pursue it with all you have! 
You will surly be satisfied then!

Section 8;



Special Tricks For You Advanced Minds;

This section will list some advanced abilities of the psychic. It will also give simple 
instructions for each. Please see below for the start of some of the most amazing things 
you will learn, see, and do yourself.

Section 8-1:

Teleportation;

Yes, teleportation. It is possible, but perhaps not how you think. With a refined psychic 
mind, it happens merely with the desire to travel to that place while conscious. If you have 
knowledge of a place, a person at the place, or an object at the place, it is possible. You 
will see where you are, but with training, you will be able to make out the place you 
teleported to, and the people and objects there. You will be able to touch and feel what is 
there, both people and objects. You will be able to talk to people, as long as they are a 
sensitive enough psychic to hear your voice, or if your psychic abilities are strong enough.

Section 8-2:

Technomancy;

Psychic powers involving electronics and technology. Not as hard as you think it would 
be. Think of it like a matrix, and you tapping into it. The best way to activate this power 
(as well as practice it) is to believe things like cell phones and the internet are just like real 
life. You will be able to sense things on screens just as if they were right next to you. 
People from miles away over a text message will seem right next to you.

Section 8-3;

Amplification;

Psychic abilities can be used to amplify your own abilities, such as driving, engineering, 
drawing, and anything else you can think of.  Use it as if you were diverting energy from 
your mind to other parts of your body. It’s like applying your mind to your body itself.

Section 8-4:

Enhanced Senses;



All of your 5 senses go hand in hand with your psychic mind. The higher your five senses, 
the higher your 6th sense. Expect to have your 5 senses improve more and more as you 
improve on your psychic powers.

Section 9-

The Conclusion(s)-

Alright! Remember what you have learned here! And don’t forget to take in massive 
amounts of media! (Media-Television, books, tapes, magazines, radio, movies, etc.)  
Because, the more media you view, the stronger medium you become!

 People who study physics who are psychic report that they seem to relate to each other, 
and have a synergy together. (The person is me.) You might want to take a look into 
them. Issac Asimov wrote some good books on physics. 

Remember;

Think like a Dragon.

Move like a Tiger.

Rise like a Phoenix.

 Now, go get em, tiger!

The End...For My Writing...

(And the beginning to your new life as a strong psychic)


